Kakaako Agenda
June 3, 2015

IV. Kakaako Matters

5. Information and Discussion re: Solicitation to Develop Three Development Parcels Surrounding Kewalo Basin Harbor Staff Update to the Authority

Public Testimony
Aloha Members of HCDA,

I thank you for the opportunity to voice my opinion of the future of Kewalo Basin.

As an avid water person, the Ala Moana and Kewalo Basin area is of high importance to me. I use the area on a daily basis. It would highly encourage members of the committee to consider a cohesive plan that is of best use for the community. A piece meal plan with benefits to only outside users (e.g. wedding chapel) would not serve the community well. A plan that would serve the current and future harbor users, residents, and community at large would not only generate additional tax revenue for the city and state, but make Kewalo Basin the destination that it deserves to be.

Mahalo for your kind attention.
Dwight Synan